Better Homes and Gardens Trees & Shrubs

A complete guide to planting and growing flowering trees and shrubsTheres nothing more
beautiful than a yard full of healthy green trees and shrubs filled with bright blooming flowers.
In Better Homes and Gardens Flowering Trees and Shrubs, youll get all the information you
need to plant and care for a wide variety of trees and shrubs, so you can pick the perfect plant
for your weather and space. Filled with colorful diagrams and easy-to-follow directions, its the
perfect guide to landscaping your yard. Chapters include a primer on selecting and planting
trees and shrubs, guidance on pruning, inspirational ideas for outdoor spaces, and special
effects like colorful foliage.Includes a comprehensive glossary of listings for flowering trees
and shrubs, including the latest varietiesFeatures 500 color photographs throughoutTips from
the Garden Doctor and Test Garden Tips appear throughout to help troubleshoot common
problemsFor a beautiful yard year-round and for years to come, Better Homes and Gardens
Flowering Trees and Shrubs is the only guide you need.
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Most trees and shrubs with needlelike or scalelike foliage (spruce, juniper, cypress, arborvitae,
fir, yew, Douglas fir, and false cypress) are best pruned early in Shrubs combine the
year-round presence of trees with the seasonal color One or more will surely fit into your soil
conditions, climate, and garden design.Flowering trees and shrubs are some of the best signs
of spring, with their surefire color each year. Whether you love pink flowering trees, white
flowering trees, Trees and shrubs (woody plants) are the four-seasons backbone of the
landscape. This garden displays small shrubs among three Royalty crabapple trees.Youve
probably noticed that builders always plant a few shrubs around newly constructed homes.
There may be no trees or grass, but there are almost always The way to achieve that yearlong
interest is to include foundation trees and shrubs as well as blooming vines. Start with the best
small trees, which pack a big A Southern-garden gem, crape myrtle offers big clusters of frilly
flowers in shades of . This small tree (or large shrub, depending on how you prune it)
displays The 2016 crop of new trees and shrubs offers stylish, colorful alternatives for your
next garden makeover.Once youve grown shrubs, its time to add trees. Learn all about popular
The trim helps them to grow a stronger framework and bloom more profusely later.Use
BH&Gs Plant Finder tool to find plants for any landscape or garden different types of plants,
trees, shrubs, vines, indoor plants, and everything in between.When eyeing open spaces in
your yard, think first of flowering shrubs. acidic soil. Zones 4-10, depending on type. Find
flowering trees for your landscape. Best garden varieties grow 4-15 feet tall, depending on
type. Zones 2-9 Learn more A thorough site analysis will help you identify plantings that may
dramatically increase the value of your home. Dont remove any mature tree or shrub
before Among the most versatile of evergreens, junipers range from ground-hugging creepers
to mounded shrubs and upright trees. Whether you are looking for a Add year-round color to
your garden with evergreen shrubs. Read the plant label before you buy because some species
are capable of growing into tall trees.Theres nothing more beautiful than a yard full of healthy
green trees and shrubs filled with bright blooming flowers. In Better Homes and Gardens
Flowering Check out 23 of our top picks for flowering shrubs you can use in place of basic
Although many crape myrtles grow to be small- to medium-size trees, some
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